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It is generally recognised that the failure by fast fracture of 
an engineering component is often preceded by slow crack growth. Con- 
sequently, much effort has been devoted in recent years to studies of 
the initiation and propagation of such slowly growing cracks. One of 
the most popular techniques, used both to determine the onset of 
cracking and to measure crack growth rates, has been the electrical 
potential method, with D. C. current. 

Briefly, this entails passing a constant current through a 
cracked testpiece under load, and measuring the potential difference 
across the crack. As the crack extends, the untracked cross-sectional 
area of the testpiece decreases, its electrical resistance increases, 
and the potential difference between two points on either side of the 
crack rises. By monitoring this potential increase (V) and compar- 
ing it with a reference potential (V) measured elsewhere on the 
testpiece, preferably in a region which is not affected by crack 
growth, the crack length to testpiece-width ratio (a/W) may be 
determined. The technique has been used with success for the detec- 
tion of pop-in in fracture toughness tests [1-3], of crack initiation 
in tension [4] and fatigue [5], of crack extension in COD tests [6], 
and for the measurement of crack growth rates in fatigue, creep [7], 
and hydrogen embrittlement tests [8,9]. 

If accurate measurements of crack length are to be made, the 
testpiece must first be calibrated to a high degree of precision. 
Several theoretical calibrations have been published [10-12]; a typi- 
cal method used being that of Gilbey and Pearson who derived analyti- 
cal solutions for Lapla~e's equation for the potential distribution 
in a homogeneous strip of metal containing a transverse crack. How- 
ever, for complicated specimen geometries, direct experimental cali- 
brations often need to be determined [13]. These may be obtained by 
measuring the potential distributions in standard testpieces, con- 
taining narrow slots or cracks of accurately known lengths. 

In order to determine the optimum positions for the input of 
current and for the potential measuring probes, the use of graphit- 
ized electrical analogue paper to determine potential field distri- 
butions has proved to be invaluable. The analogue technique is able 
to indicate the positions of the lines of equi-potential inside the 
fracture specimen when a constant current is flowing through it. Two 
such patterns are shown in Fig. 1 for a single edge-notched (SEN) 
bend or tension specimen in the uniform current configuration (where 
current is introduced through the ends of the specimen). It can be 
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seen that the presence of a crack causes a large disturbance in the 
potential field near the crack tip. 

Fig. 2 shows the potential field distributions for three dif- 
ferent current input positions on SEN specimens, (a) uniform current 
configuration; (b) point application of current at positions close 
to the notch; (c) point application further away from the notch. 
The optimum configuration can be derived by examining the three cases 
in detail. 
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Case (b), (application of current at a point close to the notch) 
gives the greatest sensitivity because the potential gradients are 
extremely steep in the vicinity of the crack. Sensitivity is lost 
as the current positions are moved further from the notch, e.g., case 
(c) and case (a). However, for case (b), slight variations in the 
positioning of the current leads from testpiece to testpiece give 
large variations in the distribution of equipotential lines and hence 
in the potential measurement for a given crack length. In case (a), 
since uniform current is obtained Within a distance of 2W from the 
input point, precise positioning and mode of attachment of the cur- 
rent leads at the ends of the specimen is virtually of no consequence, 
and far greater reproducibility can be achieved. We have been able 
to obtain satisfactory results (unambiguous detection of less than 
0.05 mm of fatigue crack growth) using uniform current (30A for a 
thickness of 15 mm in mild steel testpieces of length I = 5W = i00 mm, 
as shown in Fig. i). This obviously involved careful consideration 
of thermal emf (necessitating iron probe wires with a temperature- 
stabilized Fe-Cu junction); of efficient electrical and magnetic 
screening Of all cables; and of the provision of a good earth. 

The optimum positioning of the potential measurement probes for 
the determination of V will now be considered. These are usually 
fine wires (typically ~.2 mm diameter) spot welded to the specimen. 
Very accurate positioning is therefore not easily achieved practical- 
ly. Two locations are commonly employed namely, close to the notch 
on the top surface of the specimen (position A-A) or at the crack tip 
(position B-B), as shown in Fig. 3. These probes may be offset 
diagonally across the notch "to average out the effect of non-uniform 
crack fronts" [7]. From the equi-potential patterns it can be seen 
that B-B is likely to give more sensitive but less reproducible re- 
sults, because the potential gradients at the crack tip are very 
steep and positional variations of the probes here will cause much 
larger errors for a given crack length. It has also been pointed 
out that probes in position B-B are relatively more sensitive to 
crack tip plasticity, which can be confused with increase in crack 
length [14]. 

Simila~ equi-potential patterns have been obtained for compact 
tension (CTS) specimens (Fig. 4) with the current introduced by area 
contact on a) the top face and b) the side flanks; no uniform current 
configuration being possible. Here, with the potential probes in the 
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optimum A-A position, case a) (Fig. 4) gives more sensitive results 
than for case b), where the potential gradients in the vicinity of 
the probes are so shallow that only a slight increase in potential is 
obtained for small crack extensions. 

Difficulties in using electrical potential techniques may be en- 
countered for some materials when the current is introduced by an 
area contact along the top face, as in case a) Fig. 4, or cases b) 
and c), Fig. 2. In practice, there appear to be few problems in 
situations where copper terminals can be affixed by brazing or sol- 
dering, but, in aluminium alloys for example, the alternative joining 
methods which must be employed can lead to variable results. Any 
flat plate terminals attached by bolts or conducting glues cannot be 
guaranteed to give reproducible results, because the proportion of 
area contact is likely to vary from testpiece to testpiece. Conse- 
quently, the most suitable method for introducing the current in 
testpieces made of aluminium or its alloys seems to be point contact 
through single screws attached at positions on either side of the 
notch on the top surface of the testpiece. 

Conclusions 

i) Electrical potential field distributions have been obtained for 
SEN and CTS fracture testpieces and used to derive the optimum condi- 
tions for current input and probe positions. 

2) The most suitable position for the potential measurement probes 
is on the top face of the specimen as close to the open end of the 
notch as possible, since attachment near the crack tip leads to much 
larger errors from any slight variations in positioning the probes. 

3) For SEN specimens, the greatest sensitivity is obtained by in- 
troducing the current at points close to the notch. However, the 
uniform current configuration (input of currentat specimen ends) is 
preferred since it is not liable to errors from slight variations in 
current input position. 

4) Introduction of the current by area contact on the top surface in 
CTS specimens is preferred because very low sensitivity is achieved 
for the initial stages of crack growth when the current is applied 
from the side flanks. 

S) The mode of current lead attachment on CTS testpieces is depend- 
ent on the testpiece material. In steels, reproducible area contact 
may be achieved by the use of brazed or soldered copper terminals. 
However, in aluminium and its alloys, the same degree of reproduci- 
bility cannot be achieved for any practical application by area con- 
tact. Point application of current through a single screw is there- 
fore advocated. 
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Fig. i. 
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Equi-potential ~ distributions for SEN specimen in 
the "uniform current" configuration: a) uncracked, 
b) cracked (arrows indicate positions of current 
input and output). 
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Fig. 2. Equi-potential distributions for SEN specimens 
(uncracked and cracked) with different current 
input positions 

a) "uniform-current" configuration 
b) "point-application" on top surface close to notch 
c) "point-application" on top surface further away 

from notch. 
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Fig. 3. Potential measurement probe positions, 
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Fig. 4. Equi-potential distribution for CTS specimens 
(uncracked and cracked) with different current 
input positions 

a) "area-contact" along top face. 
b) "area-contact" along side flanks. 
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